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Recommendation ITU-T Y.2059
Functional requirements for accessing IPv6-based next generation networks

Summary
Recommendation ITU-T Y.2059 provides the impact study, scenario analysis and functional
requirements for the networks which are connected to the IPv6-based NGN. It involves both the
access network side and the core network side of NGN.
All the analysis is basically divided into two aspects, which are IPv6 connectivity and
IPv4-compatible connectivity. IPv6 connectivity focuses on IPv6-only network provision which
contains prefix and address allocation, configuration, etc. IPv4-compatible connectivity focuses on
IPv4-to-IPv6 transition technologies that continue to provide IPv4 services to users.
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Recommendation ITU-T Y.2059
Functional requirements for accessing IPv6-based next generation networks
1

Scope

The objective of this Recommendation is to identify impacts on networks which are connected to
the IPv6-based NGN, and to describe the relevant scenarios/models in order to identify the
functional requirements.
NGN transport stratum functions provide a series of transport and transport control functions that
support the service stratum features. In IPv6, some mechanisms have been already introduced to
support both transport and transport control functions in order to perform the access to the IPv6based NGN. Along with IPv6, the devices in network also have relevant functional requirements.
This Recommendation covers:
–
identification of the impact on networks which are connected to IPv6-based NGNs;
–
network access scenarios specific to the NGN, including parameter configurations such as
prefix, address and server configurations;
–
scenarios of access network level registration in IPv6-based NGNs;
–
functional requirements for networks which are connected to IPv6-based NGNs.
2

References

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through
reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the
editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision;
users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the
most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the
currently valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within
this Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation.
[ITU-T Y.2001]

Recommendation ITU-T Y.2001 (2004), General overview of NGN.

[ITU-T Y.2051]

Recommendation ITU-T Y.2051 (2008), General overview of IPv6-based
NGN.

[ITU-T Y.2053]

Recommendation ITU-T Y.2053 (2008), Functional requirements for IPv6
migration in NGN.

[ITU-T Y.2701]

Recommendation ITU-T Y.2701 (2007), Security requirements for NGN
release 1.

3

Definitions

3.1

Terms defined elsewhere

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere:
3.1.1 IPv6-based NGN [ITU-T Y.2051]: This refers to NGN that supports addressing, routing
protocols, and services associated with IPv6. An IPv6-based NGN shall recognize and process the
IPv6 headers and options, operating over various underlying transport technologies in the transport
stratum.
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3.1.2 NAT64 [b-IETF RFC 6146]: A mechanism for IPv4-IPv6 transition and IPv4-IPv6
coexistence. Together with DNS64, these two mechanisms allow an IPv6-only client to initiate
communications to an IPv4-only server.
3.1.3 next generation network [ITU-T Y.2001]: A packet-based network able to provide
telecommunication services and to make use of multiple broadband, (QoS)-enabled transport
technologies and in which service-related functions are independent from underlying
transport-related technologies. It enables unfettered access for users to networks and to competing
service providers and/or services of their choice. It supports generalized mobility which will allow
consistent and ubiquitous provision of services to users.
3.2

Terms defined in this Recommendation

This Recommendation defines the following terms:
3.2.1 DNS64 (based on [b-IETF RFC 6147]): A mechanism for synthesizing IPv6 DNS
[b-IETF RFC 1035] records from IPv4 DNS records. DNS64 is used with an IPv6/IPv4 translator to
enable client-server communication between an IPv6-only client and an IPv4-only server, without
requiring any changes to either the IPv6 or the IPv4 node for the class of applications that work
through NATs.
3.2.2 tunnel concentrator: A function/device that terminates multiple tunnels from a user side,
concentrates traffic carried by the tunnels, and forwards the traffic to a new tunnel towards a
network side, so that the number of tunnels to be handled by the network is reduced.
4

Abbreviations and acronyms

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms:
AAAA

Authentication, Authorization, Accounting and Auditing

CGA

Cryptographically Generated Address

CPE

Customer Premises Equipment

DHCPv6

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol version 6

DNS

Domain Name Service

DUID

DHCP Unique Identifier

FE

Functional Entity

ID

Identifier

IPv4

Internet Protocol version 4

IPv6

Internet Protocol version 6

ISP

Internet Service Provider

LAN

Local Area Network

MAC

Media Access Control

NACF

Network Attachment Control Function

NAT

Network Address Translation

ND

Network Discovery

NGN

Next Generation Network

OAM

Operation and Maintenance

PD

Prefix Delegation

2
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PPP

Point-to-Point Protocol

RA

Router Advertisement

RACF

Resource and Admission Control Function

RS

Router Solicitation

UE

User Equipment

VLAN

Virtual Local Area Network

WAN

Wide Area Network

5

Conventions

None.
6

Impact on network functions for accessing the IPv6-based NGN

IPv6 is different from IPv4 in various aspects. To access the IPv6-based NGN, the basic approach is
to provide IPv6 connectivity, which includes mainly prefix/address provisioning and allocation. An
IPv6 address is composed of prefix and interface ID. Existing mechanisms provide different
methods to configure the prefixes and addresses. Besides the IPv6 connectivity, the network also
needs to support the old IPv4 users to access the IPv6-based NGN. Further, IPv6 security
requirements are also different from the security requirements of IPv4. This clause identifies these
mechanisms and describes how they impact network access.
6.1

IPv6 connectivity provision

6.1.1

Prefix and address space

The IPv6 address is 128 bits long. The most common addressing architecture is 64 bits for the
network number (prefix) and 64 bits for the host number (interface ID). IPv6 has a more complex
addressing architecture than IPv4. With a huge IPv6 address space and a complex prefix structure,
the following impact on network access the IPv6-based NGN should be considered.
•
Address availability and reachability: A user can have one or more globally unique IPv6
addresses. The problems caused by a limited IPv4 address space would not exist any
longer. It should be technically easy and efficient for every user who wants to obtain a
globally unique IPv6 address. Users can be considered globally reachable via the obtained
IPv6 address. The adoption of IPv6 addresses impacts network address translation
techniques, which may be reduced or even abandoned in IPv6 networks.
In IPv6, the scope of the address is embedded in part of the address structure. Unicast
addresses have three defined scopes, including link-local, unique link-local and global.
Default address selection for both source and destination takes scope into account. The
address scope impacts address acquisition by the user terminal, the bootstrapping sequence
of customer premises equipment (CPE) interfaces, etc.
•
Prefix structure: The address mask is used in IPv4 to distinguish the network portion from
the host portion. The address mask is not used in IPv6; instead, address prefix is used to
distinguish the sub-network prefix of an address. IPv6 has its own way of performing the
prefix advertisement and delegation in order to organize the prefix in a manageable way for
service providers or customers. User equipment should be able to easily get the prefix.
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6.1.2

Prefix and address allocation mechanism

IPv6 supports both stateful and stateless address configuration. The relevant mechanisms have
already been standardized in IETF, including DHCPv6 [b-IETF RCF 3315], neighbour discovery
for IPv6 [b-IETF RFC 4861], IPv6 stateless address auto configuration [b-IETF RFC 4862], IPv6
prefix options for DHCPv6 [b-IETF RFC 3633] and a number of other RFCs and
Recommendations. Prefix and address allocation mechanisms in IPv6 are different from those in
IPv4. They impact the following aspects:
•
CPE side: The CPE is a connection point between the home network and the
access/aggregation network. It may employ different prefix and address allocation
mechanisms on LAN and WAN interfaces. A user's network access depends greatly on the
functions and features provided by the CPE.
•
Network side: The operators can have their own way for advertising prefixes and
configuring addresses. In some cases, both stateful and stateless address configuration may
be used simultaneously. Some network nodes should be aware of the IPv6 signalling in
order to help and monitor the IPv6 data transport.
6.1.3

Multiple addresses

One of the important features of IPv6 is that it allows multiple addresses to be assigned to an
interface. The feature could be utilized in many scenarios such as mobile IPv6 and multi-homing.
Besides, IPv6 addresses also have different scopes such as link-local and global. These features are
included in the IPv6 standard protocols. So, it may be very common to have multiple addresses in
one node in the IPv6-based NGN.
Multiple addresses with different scopes will bring new requirements to the access network for node
configuration.
6.2

IPv4-compatible connectivity provision

There is consensus in industry that IPv4-IPv6 transition will take a long time. While IPv6 is
incrementally deployed, IPv4 services must continue for a while. So the impact on the access
network can be considered in light of the following aspects:
•
Dual-stack: Some devices (such as hosts, CPE and edge routers) may need to be upgraded
to support both IPv4 and IPv6 protocols based on the transition solution selected by the
ISP.
•
Tunnels: Set-up of tunnels, such as IPv6-in-IPv4, may be needed.
•
Address/protocol translation: IPv4-IPv6 interaction has to involve address/protocol
translation mechanisms such as NAT64 [b-IETF RFC 6146] and DNS64
[b-IETF RFC 6147].
6.3

Security

6.3.1

Access network level registration

Access network level registration involves the identification, authentication and authorization
procedures between the CPE and the network attachment control function (NACF) in the NGN to
control access. It basically includes the implicit authentication and explicit authentication.
•
Implicit authentication: A node connects to a network through a physical wired-link, and it
can obtain some information only through the link (for example, the telephone signalling or
the IP addresses), so the link establishment itself can be considered as an implicit
authentication.
IPv6 has both stateful and stateless configurations. It may impact the ways of obtaining the
link information and how nodes or functions deal with the information.
4
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•

Explicit authentication: Explicit identifiers and/or credentials are used for authentication.
IPv6 may have different methods for presenting those identifiers and/or credentials. It may
impact the flow of explicit authentication in various access scenarios, e.g., PPP, IP access,
etc.

6.3.2

Source address validation and filtering

The access network should usually perform source address validation and filtering for user data
transport. In an IPv4 access network, source address validation and filtering is normally based on
the IP address/MAC/VLAN/port binding information. IPv6 has separate mechanisms for prefix and
address allocation and has different scoped addresses. It adds complexity to the source address
validation and impacts user access.
7

Scenarios and parameter configurations for accessing the IPv6-based NGN

There are various scenarios and parameter configurations possible in the IPv6-based NGN, e.g.,
stateless IPv6 prefix/address provisioning, stateful IPv6 prefix/address provisioning and prefix
delegation combined with stateful or stateless address configuration. Various scenarios are
explained in this clause.
Figure 1 shows the functional architecture of the IPv6-based NGN in [ITU-T Y.2051].

Figure 1 – Functional architecture of the IPv6-based NGN
IPv6-based transport functions can be further decomposed as access network functions, edge
functions, core transport functions, gateway functions and media handling functions, which are all
IPv6 compatible. For users connecting to the networks, it is highly related to access network
functions and edge functions; at the same time, other functions may be involved depending on the
scenarios. Considering that transport control functions interact with transport functions, IPv6
enabled network attachment control functions should work closely with the relevant transport
Rec. ITU-T Y.2059 (07/2012)
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functions. IPv6 enabled end-user functions include a series of CPE and terminal functions, which
closely cooperate with transport function and transport control functions. The service stratum is at
the higher level and is not directly related to network access. Figure 2 shows the network
architecture for network access and Figure 3 gives the logical presentation of the architecture.

User equipment
Access
node

CPE
User equipment
Customer premises network

Aggregation
node

Edge node

Access/aggregation network

Core network

Figure 2 – Network architecture of network access

NACF

RACF

IPv6-based transport control functions

IPv6
enabled
end-user
functions

Access network functions

Edge functions

IPv6-based transport functions

Figure 3 – Logical architecture of network access
7.1

IPv6 connectivity provisioning

7.1.1

Prefix/address configuration

In most access networks, the prefix should be configured in a structured manner. The configuration
can be either static or dynamic. There are two major dynamic ways to advertise the prefix: via
router advertisement and via DHCPv6 prefix delegation. The purpose of prefix/address
configuration in network access, as shown in Figure 4, is to make sure every CPE can be uniquely
identified and be assigned a proper prefix value. It helps in maintaining the IPv6-user profiles in a
structured manner and making OAM easier.
CPE11

CPE12

...

Access
node1

CPE1n

...

Edge node

CPEn1

...

Access
noden

CPEnn

Figure 4 – Network element structure for network access
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7.1.1.1

Static provisioning

In static provisioning, access nodes are statically configured with some information (e.g., delegation
configuration) for helping subsequent prefix and address configuration. For easy maintenance,
access nodes usually need to advertise a specific sub-network prefix per downstream interface.
Hence, the configuration information should be provisioned based on the mapping relationship
between the prefix received from the upstream interface and the prefix which should be advertised
on each downstream interface. An access node receives the router advertisements from the edge
node with the prefix information, determines the prefix to be advertised on the downstream
interface based on the provisioned information, and then sends the router advertisements with that
prefix to the downstream interface.
There are different methods to provide the network access services which include OAM methods
and access node configuration protocol. According to the method used to present configuration
information, different objectives or effects can be achieved, such as provisioning sub-network
prefix based on services or always provisioning a CPE with a relatively static prefix. Static
provisioning can fulfil different provisioning requirements in various scenarios. Figure 5 gives an
example of the static provisioning scenario.
CPE11
pref
ix 1

CPE12

+su
b

pref
ix 1
et prefix 2
prefix n
subnet

prefix 1+subn

...
CPE1n

n et

+
prefix 1

Access
node1

Adve

rtise

...
CPEnn

prefix n+su
bnet prefi

x1
n

t prefix
+subne
prefix n

1

Edge node

...

CPEn1

prefix

Access
noden

erti
Ad v

s

xn
refi
ep

Figure 5 – Example of static provisioning scenario
7.1.1.2

Dynamic advertising

In some scenarios, an edge node may want to control the prefix/address configuration and
advertisement for individual CPEs regardless of the structure or hierarchy of the access network. In
such a scenario, the edge node should advertise the proper prefix to the different CPEs. In order to
do that, the access node needs to inform the edge node about its identification information when
forwarding the prefix request from the CPE to the edge node. The identification information may
include the downstream port number of the access node, access node ID and/or other parameters.
When the edge node receives the prefix request with the CPE identification information, it performs
the authentication, authorization and accounting procedures for the prefix of the CPE, which should
be advertised to the CPE.
Figure 6 shows an example of the dynamic advertising scenarios. The edge node dynamically
provides prefix information based on the hint given by the access nodes.
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Figure 6 – Example of dynamic advertising scenario
7.1.1.3

Cascading delegation

As the IPv6 global address has high availability, it can be expected that a more complicated home
network structure will be supported. Cascading prefix delegation is one of the possible examples in
home networks as shown in Figure 7. The edge node or dynamic host configuration protocol
(DHCPv6) server embedded in the edge node sends a delegated prefix to a CPE. With the existence
of the cascaded router, multiple sub-networks may coexist in the home network behind the CPE.
Thus, the CPE should send the cascaded prefix further down.

Cascaded
router

Prefix

CPE11

deleg
a

tion

...

Access
node1

CPE1n

...

Edge Node

CPEn1

Access
noden

...
CPEnn

Figure 7 – Example of cascading prefix delegation
With proper prefix delegation management, the CPE gets the delegated prefix and the rule or policy
indications for the cascaded delegation in the home network. Different mechanisms can be
employed including DHCPv6, terminal management protocol and PPP. The rule or policy
indication maps to the cascaded prefix extension. The CPE extends the prefix based on the cascaded
prefix extension value and delegates that prefix to the cascaded router.
With the cascading delegation scenario, prefixes can be delegated down several levels under the
control of the operator.

8
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7.1.1.4

Prefix renumbering

Sometimes the prefix needs to be renumbered for various reasons, such as an address allocation
change made by the operator, the changes of internal network topology or an authorization method
change made by a policy server. In the case of renumbering, the CPE should update both the
delegated prefix and its WAN interface prefix.
Access
node

CPE

Edge node

DHCP reconfigure with option request option
Information-request with IA_PD
Reply with the original prefix of the LAN interface and the new prefix
Detect the update of prefix at
the LAN interface and trigger an
RS message to renew the prefix
of the WAN interface
RS message
Router renumbering message
with the original prefix of the WAN interface and the new prefix
Y.2059(12)_F08

Figure 8 – DHCPv6-triggered prefix renumbering
In the example of prefix renumbering shown in Figure 8, the edge node initiates the prefix
renumbering by sending a DHCPv6 reconfiguration message to announce the change of the
delegated prefix to the CPE. After proper prefix delegation management, the CPE updates the
delegated prefix and triggers an RS message to renew the prefix of its WAN interface.
Access
node

CPE

Edge node

Router renumbering message
with the original prefix of the WAN interface and the new prefix
Detected the update of
prefix at the WAN interface
and trigger DHCP PD
reconfiguration
Information-request with IA_PD

Reply with the original delegated prefix and the new prefix

Figure 9 – Router renumbering triggered prefix renumbering
As shown in Figure 9, in some cases, the edge node may initiate the prefix renumbering by sending
a router-renumbering message [b-IETF RFC 2894] to the WAN interface of the CPE. Then, the
CPE detects the update of the prefix at the WAN interface and triggers the DHCPv6 PD
reconfiguration.
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Figure 8 illustrates the renumbering cases initiated by DHCPv6 and ND. Note that in some cases,
DHCPv6 and ND may be used simultaneously to initiate renumbering on one interface. This may
cause potential conflict of address configuration policies. For example, the prefixes in DHCPv6 and
ND messages are different due to the network administrator's mistake; or DHCPv6-managed hosts
receive RA address configuration messages, which may cause unpredictable host behaviour because
neither DHCPv6 nor ND has defined the host behaviour in this situation. If during the renumbering
process the hosts receive address configuration messages (either through the ND or DHCPv6), and
if there is a conflict with the address configuration policy, the host should report the conflict to the
network. Then the hosts accept the address configuration indication from the network.
7.1.1.5

Dynamic address allocation

The DHCPv6 protocol enables network management to dynamically allocate IPv6 addresses to user
equipment and configure the related network parameters, as shown in Figure 10. The user
equipment sends address and configuration requests to the DHCPv6 server, which may be
embedded in the access node, edge node, or running independently through the CPE relay. After a
DHCPv6 server receives the request, it allocates an IPv6 address to the user equipment and
propagates other configuration parameters towards the user equipment by DHCPv6 reply messages.
User
Equipment

Addr req
ue
Config
re

st

quest

CPE
DHCP relay
agent

D H CP

A dd r a

relay

llocatio
n

m e ss

ag e

User
Equipment

DHCP
server

CPE
User
Equipment

Figure 10 – Example of DHCPv6 address allocation
The DHCPv6 server should also manage the IPv6 addresses even when they are generated by user
equipment, such as a cryptographically generated address (CGA) [b-IETF RFC 3971]. The client
generates a CGA, sends the CGA to the DHCPv6 server and requests the DHCPv6 server to
determine whether the generated CGA satisfies the requirements of the network configuration
(comprising a CGA security level set by the DHCPv6 server). If the CGA does not satisfy the
requirements of the network configuration, the DHCPv6 server then sends back the proper network
configuration to the node. The node then generates a new CGA according to the configuration
(comprising a client public key and a CGA security level designated by the client) sent from the
DHCPv6 server, and re-sends the CGA to the DHCPv6 server for request again.
The DHCPv6 can also help user equipment to generate a CGA with the right network configuration
parameters. User equipment sends a request to a DHCPv6 server to generate a CGA, which satisfies
the requirements of network configuration. The DHCPv6 server receives client configuration
information (comprising a client public key and a CGA security level designated by the client) sent
from the client, and generates a CGA according to the configuration with a higher priority from the
client configuration and the network configuration (comprising a CGA security level set by the
DHCPv6 server). It then delivers the CGA to the client.
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7.1.2

Multiple addresses

Among various address configuration scenarios mentioned in clause 6.3, multi-homing
[b-ITU-T Y.2052] is the most explicit and definite requirement in the IPv6-based NGN.
Figure 11 illustrates a typical multi-homing scenario in IPv6 access to the NGN.

Access/aggregation
network

IPv6-based
NGN

User equipment
CPE
User equipment

Operator A
User equipment
CPE
User equipment

Customer premises network

Access/aggregation
network

IPv6-based
NGN

Operator B

Figure 11 – Typical scenario of multi-homing in IPv6 access to the NGN
There is a case where the access/aggregation networks may deploy IPv6 transition mechanisms
which involve processing IP packets differently (for example, tunnelling and translation mentioned
in clauses 7.2.1 and 7.2.2). So for a specific type of IP packet (either IPv4 or IPv6), the transmission
efficiency across different access/aggregation networks may vary. It is one case of the network
selection problem that was defined in [b-IETF RFC 5113]. To deal with network selection problem,
a method is needed for selecting the proper route for the UE in a multi-homed site. The UE sends
transition information request messages to the CPE. Upon receiving the transition information from
the CPE, the UE correlates the transition information with the IP address of the CPE. The
correlation information will be recorded in a table in the UE, and then the UE makes a routing
selection according to the correlation information. The transition information can be pre-configured
in the CPE, or generated by the CPE according to the received network messages.
7.2

IPv4-compatible connectivity provision

7.2.1

Accessing IPv4 nodes through a dual-stack and tunnelling combination

In this scenario, users act as IPv4 nodes to access the IPv4 nodes. Set up of IPv4-over-IPv6 tunnels
across the IPv6-based NGN is then needed.
The impact on the access network is explicit that user equipment and CPE need to support
dual-stack IPv4 and IPv6 protocols. CPE encapsulate the IPv4 packets into IPv6 packets and
forward them to the tunnel concentrator across the IPv6-based NGN. The tunnel concentrator relays
the IPv4 packets between the IPv4 network and the CPE.
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Figure 12 – Accessing IPv4 nodes through a dual-stack and tunnelling combination
7.2.2

Accessing IPv4 nodes through an IPv6-IPv4 translator

In this scenario, users are IPv6 nodes that access the IPv4 nodes. An IPv6-IPv4 translator is
required.
Some translation mechanisms need specific address space which may impact the address allocation
and management of the access network.

User equipment
CPE
User equipment

IPv6-based NGN

IPv6-IPv4
translator

IPv4-based
resources

Access network
Y.2059(12)_F13

Figure 13 – Accessing IPv4 nodes through an IPv6-IPv4 translator
7.3

Security

7.3.1

Access network level registration

7.3.1.1

Stateless configured address registration

Clause 6.3.1 mentioned the implicit line authentication. When a node gets an IPv6 address from the
network, it can be considered as having passed line authentication.
IPv6 has both stateful and stateless address configuration modes. In stateless mode, the node can
configure its address by itself without notifying the network. IPv6 stateless address
auto-configuration is a big improvement from IPv4, but it conflicts conceptually with the network
managed address architecture. For example, in a DHCPv6-managed network or a network with an
access control list, the addresses are assigned and managed by the network. Especially from the line
authentication viewpoint, auto-configuration is a lack of registration.
The DHCPv6 and router advertisement may be extended to propagate the address registration
request from the network manager to the user equipment. A DHCPv6 server may act as the address
registration server with newly defined DHCPv6 options. The general procedures of address
registration can be illustrated as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14 – Address registration procedure
7.3.1.2

PPP authentication scenarios

PPP has been widely deployed for network access. It is a link layer protocol suite containing
authentication functions. The PPP interface for IPv6 had been defined in [b-IETF RFC 5072] and
[b-IETF RFC 5172]. So it is proper to use the PPP as IPv6 access authentication. According to the
CPE working mode, the PPP authentication scenarios can be either of the following two types.
•
CPE working in router mode: The CPE initially sends an access request, which should be
authenticated by the operator. After authentication, the operator will normally assign an
IPv6 prefix to the CPE through the DHCPv6-PD. User equipment will be assigned
addresses by the CPE through the DHCPv6 or ND protocol and will not be directly
managed by the operator.
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Figure 15 – PPP authentication when the CPE works in router mode
•

CPE working in bridge mode: In the CPE bridge mode, the user equipment directly
interacts with the access node to perform PPP authentication and address configuration.
When UE only supports stateless address configuration, the access node normally acts as a
DHCPv6-PD proxy to request an IPv6 prefix from the DHCPv6 server and delivers the
prefix to the UE through the ND protocol. When UE supports DHCPv6, the access node
normally acts as a DHCPv6 relay agent to relay messages between the UE and the DHCPv6
server.
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Figure 16 – PPP authentication when the CPE works in bridge mode
7.3.2

Source address validation and filtering

The source address validation function is important for network access. It is useful for access
control and authorization, filtering traffic from customer interfaces implemented as ports in a layer
3-aware bridge or a router, general improvements in filtering accuracy in enterprise networks, etc.
The source address validation function can be applied to various protocols relevant to network
access.
7.3.2.1

Source address validation in the DHCPv6 scenario

When DHCPv6 servers and user equipment use the CGA, they are able to perform source address
validation.
A DHCPv6 node (either a server, a relay agent or a client) receives a DHCPv6 message, wherein
the source of the DHCPv6 message is a CGA, and the DHCPv6 message carries a signature of the
sender of the DHCPv6 message. The DHCPv6 node verifies both the CGA and the signature and
then handles the payload of the DHCPv6 message. The CGA parameter included in the DHCPv6
message is carried in the CGA parameter option, while the signature is carried in the signature
option. The receiver, the DHCPv6 server, can find the sender's source CGA in the peer-address
field for CGA verification. In the server-relay-client scenarios, a DHCPv6 server knows a client is
behind relay(s) when it receives a relay-forward DHCPv6 message. Then it replies with a relayreply message containing the server's source CGA being carried in the server's DHCP unique
identifier (DUID), which is in the payload. In this way the receiver, a DHCPv6 client, can get the
server's source CGA for source address verification.
7.3.2.2

Source address validation in the access control scenario

A common mechanism of source address validation in access control scenarios is binding of IP
addresses and MAC addresses. When the network validates a device's identity, it not only checks
the source address, but also the MAC address embedded in the Ethernet frame.
8

Functional requirements for access to the IPv6-based NGN

Some functional entities (FEs) in the NGN structure need to extend their existing functions to
support the scenarios described in clause 7. In this clause, relevant functional requirements are
described.
8.1

Transport stratum functions

Access network functions and edge functions in the transport functions are highly related to user
network access.
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8.1.1
•

•

•

•

Functions to support IPv6 connectivity provision
In the access network, edge functions are recommended to provide prefix information to the
CPE to help them obtain proper prefix and address configuration through static or dynamic
mechanisms.
Edge functions are recommended to support prefix-renumbering operation according to the
changes of network topology or authorization policy. With particular protocol messages,
such as DHCPv6 reconfigure and RS messages, prefix renumbering on the LAN and WAN
interfaces of the CPE are completed.
Access network functions and edge functions are recommended to interact with some
prefix-related information to cooperate to complete prefix and/or address allocation. Access
network functions handle the prefix and configuration parameters received from edge
functions, and allocate appropriate downstream port prefixes based on these parameters.
Access network functions are recommended to interact with edge functions to inform the
access node's identification information when necessary, such as when the edge node wants
to control the prefixes/addresses configuration directly. With this identification information,
edge functions determine a prefix to be advertised to the particular CPE.

8.1.2
•
•
•

Functions to support IPv4-compatible connectivity provision
Edge nodes are recommended to support dual-stack functions.
Edge nodes are recommended to support IPv4-over-IPv6 tunnelling functions.
In translation scenarios, edge nodes should support IPv6/IPv4 protocol translation
functions.

8.1.3
•

Functions to support security mechanisms
Transport functions allow user equipment to generate its address with its own parameters.
For the address generated by the user equipment, such as a CGA, edge functions are
recommended to support the management operation which can register the user
self-generated addresses to the network side (e.g., DHCPv6 server).
According to whether the CGA matches the network configuration or not, edge functions
grant the use of it or inform the user equipment to generate another one.
When the edge node or access node includes DHCPv6, and uses CGA, edge functions or
access network functions are recommended to support the relevant address validation
function.

•
•

8.2

End-user functions

As closely cooperating with transport functions and transport control functions, IPv6 enabled
end-user functions (such as CPE and terminal functions) shall meet the following requirements.
8.2.1
•

•

•

Functions to support IPv6 connectivity provision
In the cascading delegation situation, end-user functions are recommended to apply the
delegated prefix and related policy or rules to the home network where a cascaded router
exists and supports sending the cascaded prefix further down.
In the prefix renumbering situation, the CPE is recommended to check the new LAN
interface prefix carried in the DHCPv6 reconfigure message received from the edge node,
and trigger an RS message to update its WAN interface prefix.
When the edge node initiates router renumbering, after receiving this message on the WAN
interface, a CPE is recommended to be able to detect the updated prefix at its WAN
interface and trigger the DHCPv6 PD reconfiguration.
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•

End-user functions should support the DHCPv6 client role, interact with transport functions
with parameters and send an address configure request to the DHCPv6 server, which is
embedded in the access node/edge node or independently.

8.2.2
•
•

Functions to support IPv4-compatible connectivity provision
User equipment is recommended to support dual-stack protocols.
If the operator deploys an IPv4 address sharing mechanism, the user equipment may need
to support an IPv4 network address translation function.

8.2.3

Functions to support security mechanisms

End-user functions are recommended to support the source address validation when the end-user
functions use a CGA as the source address.
9

Security considerations

This Recommendation generally aligns with the security requirements in [ITU-T Y.2701]. Address
filtering is particularly noticed as the following:
As described in clause 6, multiple addresses may be common in IPv6 nodes. Especially in
multi-homed sites, nodes may use multiple prefixes. Packets may be discarded according to the
filter policy given by an ISP when they are passing through the uplink gateway with the address
prefixes assigned by another ISP. The normal ingress filtering is also more complex than that in
IPv4 due to the multiple addresses of an IPv6 node.
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